Abstract. In the work we investigate some groupoids which are the Abelian algebras and the Hamiltonian algebras. An algebra is Abelian if for every polynomial operation and for all elements a, b,c,d the implication t(a,c) = t(a,d) → t(b,c) = t(b,d) holds; an algebra is Hamiltonian if every subalgebra is a block of some congruence on the algebra. R.V. Warne in 1994 described the structure of the Abelian semigroups. In this work we describe the Abelian groupoids with identity, the Abelian finite quasigroups and the Abelian semigroups S such that abS = aS and Sba = Sa for all a, b ∈ S. We prove that a finite Abelian quasigroup is a Hamiltonian algebra. We characterize the Hamiltonian groupoids with identity and semigroups under the condition of Abelian of this algebras.
Introduction
The Abelian and Hamiltonian properties for algebras were investigated in [1, 2, 3] . In this work we study the groupoids, which are Abelian algebras and Hamiltonian algebras.
Let us remind some definitions. An algebra A; · with binary operation · is called a groupoid. A groupoid A; · is called a quasigroup if for any a, b ∈ A there exist uniquely determined elements x, y ∈ A satisfying x · a = b, a · x = b. A quasigroup A; · with identity element 1 such that 1 · a = a · 1 = a for every element a ∈ A is called a loop. A groupoid with an operation satisfying the associative law is called a semigroup.
An algebra is Abelian if for every polynimial operation t(x, y 1 , . . . , y n ) and for all elements u, v, c 1 , . . . , c n , d 1 , . . . , d n in algebra the equality t(u, c 1 , . . . , c n ) = t(u, d 1 , . . . , d n ) implies t(v, c 1 , . . . , c n ) = t(v, d 1 , . . . , d n ). An algebra is Hamiltonian if every subalgebra is a block of some congruence on the algebra. It is not hard to show that any group A; · is Abelian iff it is commutative; it is Hamiltonian iff every subgroup is a normal subgroup; as easy to prove is that any module or essentially unary algebra is Abelian and Hamiltonian. In [4] there is the description of Abelian groupoid A; · with |A · A| ≤ 3. In [5, 6] it is characterized the Abelian semigroups, the periodic Abelian semigroups, the semisimple Abelian semigroups; it is considered the questions, which connect with the Hamiltonian semigroups. for some k, k 1 , . . . , k n ∈ ω. Assume a 1 , . . . , a n , b 1 , . . . , b n , c, e ∈ A and c k · (a Lemma 2.4. If a semigroup A; · is a Hamiltonian algebra then for any a ∈ A there exist i, j, 1 ≤ i < j, such that a i = a j .
Proof. Let A; · be Hamiltonian semigroup and a ∈ A. Assume that a i = a j for any i, j, i = j. Let B = {a 2 } ∪ {a k | k ≥ 4}. Then B, · be a subsemigroup of a semigroup A, · . As A, · is Hamiltonian then there exists a congruence Θ such that B is its class. From aΘa and a 2 Θa 4 follows a 3 Θa 5 , i.e. a 3 ∈ B. Contradiction.
Theorem 2.5. Let A; · be Abelian groupoid with identity. The groupoid A; · is a Hamiltonian algebra iff A; · is a periodic Abelian group.
Proof. Suppose A; · is an Abelian Hamiltonian groupoid with the identity. By Theorem 2.1 A; · is a semigroup. Let a ∈ A. By Lemma 2.4 there exist i, j, 1 ≤ i < j, such that a i = a j , i.e. 1 · a i = a j−i · a i . As the semigroup A; · is an Abelian algebra then 1 · 1 = a j−i · 1, i.e. 1 = a j−i . In particular for any a, b ∈ A the equation ax = b has the solution. Then by Theorem 2.1 and by Lemma 2.4 A; · is a periodic Abelian group.
Assume that A; · is a periodic Abelian group. Then any subgroupoid A; · contains an identity, that is it is a subgroup, and any its subgroup is a normal subgroup, i.e. a class of some congruence of the groupoid A; · .
Quasigroups
Suppose A; · is a quasigroup, a ∈ A. Let us put (see [7] )
It is clear that R a (x) and L a (x) are the permutations of a set A and A; + is a quasigroup.
Remark 3.1. [7] Let A; · be a quasigroup, a ∈ A. Then 1) A; + is a loop with an identity element 0 = a · a; 2) the equalities r a (x) + a = R −1
a (x) define the permutations r a (x) and l a (x) of a set A;
3)
a (x) and x + y on a set A are determined by the polynomial operations on an algebra A; · .
Proof. Suppose A; · is a finite quasigroup and a ∈ A. Let g 
a (y) on an algebra A; · . Theorem 3.3. Let A; · be a finite quasigroup, a ∈ A. The quasigroup A; · is an Abelian algebra iff 1) A; + is an Abelian group, 2) the permutations r a (x) and l a (x) are the automorphisms of A; + .
Proof. Suppose A; · is a finite Abelian quasigroup and a ∈ A. By Lemma 3.2 the functions R
a (x) and x + y are determined by the polynomial operations on an algebra A; · . So an algebra A; + is Abelian. By Remark 3.1 A; + is a loop with an identity element 0. Then by Theorem 2.1 A; + is an Abelian group.
Let us show that the permutation r a (x) is an automorphism of an Abelian group A; + . It is enough to proof that r a (x) is a homomorphism of this group. Let b, c ∈ A. In Abelian group A; + equality Let us prove sufficiency. By R denote a ring of endomorphisms of a groups A; + , generated by the automorphisms r 1 a and l 1 a . We will show that for any polynomial operation f (x 0 , . . . , x n ) on an algebra A; · there exist d ∈ A and α 1 , . . . , α n ∈ R such that for any x 0 , . . . , x n ∈ A the following holds:
An induction on the complexity of
. By the induction hypothesis (1) it is proved. Let us show that A; · is an Abelian algebra. Suppose f (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ) is a polynomial operation on this algebra and f (b, r 1 , . . . , r n ) = f (b, s 1 , . . . , s n ), where b, r 1 , . . . , r n , s 1 , . . . , s n ∈ A. Using (1) we receive
for any c ∈ A. Thus A; · is an Abelian algebra.
The following proposition gives us some necessary condition for a finite quasigroup to be Abelian. This condition will be used for construction the examples in this section.
2 for any j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Since the elements rd 1 . . . , rd n are distinct then n ≤ m. The proposition is proved. Theorem 3.5. Every finite Abelian quasigroup is a Hamiltonian algebra.
Proof. Let A; · be a finite Abelian quasigroup, B; · be a subalgebra and a ∈ B. By Theorem 3.3 A; + is an Abelian group with a identity element 0 = a · a. It is clear that 0 ∈ B. By Lemma 3.2 the functions R
a (x) and x + y on a set A are determined by the polynomial operations on an algebra A; · moreover it follows from the proof of the Lemma that this operations depend on a unique element of a set A, an element a. Hence a set B is closed under the operations R
a (x), x + y and B; + is a subgroup of a group A; + . We claim that B; · is a quasigroup. Note that the equations x · a = c and a · x = c, where c ∈ B, have solutions R 
Thus the partition of a group A; + into the cosets of a subgroup B; + defines the congruence on a quasigroup A; · and A; · is a Hamiltonian algebra.
The following example shows that a condition 2) of Theorem 3.3 is essential. Let a quasigroup Q; · is defined by the Cayley table:
·
+ 0 1 2 3 0 0 1 2 3 1 1 2 3 0 2 2 3 0 1 3 3 0 1 2 Then Q; + is the residue class group modulo 4, i.e. it is an Abelian group, and the permutation r 1 (x) is not an automorphism of this group: r 1 (1) = R too. Really, {0, 1}; · is a subalgebra of Q; · , 2 · {0, 1} = {0, 2}, so a subalgebra {0, 1}; · is not a block of congruence of a quasigroup Q; · . A groupoid · 0 1 2 3 0 1 0 3 2 1 2 1 0 3 2 0 3 2 1 3 3 2 1 0 is an example of a grouppoid which is not Abelian (by Proposition 3.4) and Hamiltonian (there is no the more then one-element proper subalgeras) quasigroups.
Semigroups
Abelian and Hamiltonian semigroups are studied in this section. In this section we will usually write ab as alternatives to a·b, where a and b are the elements of semigroup A, · .
The semigroup A, · is called stationary [8] if the equality ub = uc implies vb = vc and the equality bu = cu implies bv = cv for all u, v, b, c ∈ A.
The following proposition we get directly from the definition of Abelian algebra Proposition 4.1. A semigroup A, · is Abelian iff A, · is stationary and for all a, b, c, d, u, v ∈ A the equality aub = cud implies avb = cvd.
In [5] there is the characterization of the Abelian semigroups. In case when semigroup A, · satisfies the condition ∀b, c ∈ A (bcA = bA and Abc = Ac) or set A · A is finity ( * ) it is possible to give a more evident description of a structure of Abelian semigroups.
The following definitions can be found in [8] . The semigroup A, · is called a rectangular band of semigroups, if there is a set {A iλ | i ∈ I, λ ∈ Λ}, which is a partition of set A, and A iλ , · are subsemigroups of semigroup A, · and for all i ∈ I, λ, µ ∈ Λ inclusion A iλ · A jµ ⊆ A iµ holds. The semigroup A, · is called an inflation of semigroup B, · if there is a partition {X a | a ∈ B} of set A such that a ∈ X a and x · y = a · b for all a, b ∈ B, x ∈ X a , y ∈ X b .
Let us define the equivalence relation on set A:
aαb ⇔ ∀x ∈ A(ax = bx and xa = xb) for all a, b ∈ A. Proof. Let A, · be an inflation of a rectangular band T of Abelian groups. It is clear that T ⊆ A · A. If a 1 · a 2 ∈ A · A, then by definition of an inflation of semigroup there exist x, y ∈ T such that xαa 1 and yαa 2 , that is a 1 · a 2 = x · y ∈ T and A · A ⊆ T .
Let A, · be a semigroup. We will introduce the following relations on a set A:
xZy ⇔ xXy ∧ xY y. If Θ is the equivalence relation on A and a ∈ A · A then a set (a/Θ) (A · A) denote by Θ a , where a/Θ is the equivalence class.
Lemma 4.5. Let A, · be Abelian semigroup. For any idempotent f ∈ A and all x, y ∈ A we have xy = xf y.
Proof. Let x, y ∈ A and f ∈ A be an idempotent. Then xf = xf f . As semigroup A, · is Abelian we have xy = xf y. 2) for all idempotents e, f ∈ A the equality Φ e Ψ f = {ef } holds and ef is an idempotent;
3) for any a ∈ A · A there exist the idempotents e, f ∈ A such that a ∈ X e Y f and
Proof. Let us prove 1). We claim that the relation X is the equivalence relation on A · A. Show that X is the reflexive relation. Let a = bc be any element of A · A. On condition ( * ) Ac = Aa. From a ∈ Ac it follows that a ∈ Aa, i.e. a = da for some d ∈ A. Let e = dd. Then ea = dda = da = a. As ddda = da then (ddd)Φd. Hence e 2 = dddd = dd = e. Therefore aXa for any a ∈ A · A. Show that X is the transitive relation. Suppose aXb and bXc, where a, b, c ∈ A · A, that is ea = a, eb = b, f b = b, f c = c for some idempotents e, f ∈ A. Since the semigroup A, · is Abelian then the equality eb = f b implies ea = f a = a. Hence aXc. Thus the relation X is the equivalence relation on A · A. It is similarly proved that the relation Y is also the relation of the equivalence relation on A · A.
Let us prove 2). Let e, f be idempotents. As ef f = ef and eef = ef then (ef )Φe and (ef )Ψf , i.e. ef ∈ Φ e Ψ f . Let g ∈ Φ e Ψ f , g = bc, b, c ∈ A. Since ge = ee then bcb(ce) = b(ce), that is (bcb)Φb. Hence bcbc = bc, i.e. g 2 = g, in particular ef is an idempotent. If g, g ′ ∈ Φ e Ψ f then, in view of g, g ′ are the idempotents, we have
Thus, Φ e Ψ f = {ef }. Let us prove 3). Since X is the reflexive relation then for a ∈ A · A there is an idempotent e ∈ A such that aXe. Similarly there is an idempotent f such that aY f . Hence a ∈ X e ∩ Y f . By Lemma 4.5 a = ea = (ef )a and a = af = a(ef ). As ef is an idempotent then a ∈ Z ef . The equality X e Y f = Z ef is proved.
Lemma 4.7. If A, · is an Abelian semigroup satisfying condition ( * ) then A · A, · is a rectangular band of Abelian groups { Z ef ; · | e, f are idempotents}, and
Proof. The relation Z is the equivalence relation on A · A as intersection of two equivalence relations. Let a ∈ A · A. By Lemma 4.6 there exists an idempotent g such that a ∈ Z g . Hence the semigroup A · A, · is an union of semigroups Z g , · , where g is an idempotent. Let g ∈ A be any idempotent. We will show that Z g , · is an Abelian group. It is clear that Z g , · is a semigroup with the identity g. Let us show that the equation ax = b has the solution for all a, b ∈ Z g . On condition ( * ) Ag = Abg. Then g = xbg for some x ∈ A. So ag = axbg and a = (ax)b. Therefore by Theorem 2.1 Z g , · is an Abelian group.
Suppose e, f, e ′ , f ′ are idempotents. By Lemma 4.6 f e ′ is an idempotent, and by Lemma 4.5 we have ef e
Thus the semigroup A · A, · is a rectangular band of Abelian groups { Z ef ; · | e, f are idempotents}.
Theorem 4.8. Let A, · be a semigroup satisfying condition ( * ). Then A, · is an Abelian algebra iff A, · is an inflation of a rectangular band of Abelian groups and the product of idempotents of A is idempotent of A.
Proof. Let A, · be Abelian semigroup satisfying condition ( * ). By Lemma 4.6 the product of idempotents of A is an idempotent of A. By Lemma 4.7 semigroup A · A, · is a rectangular band of Abelian groups { Z ef ; · | e, f are idempotents} and Z ef ′ = Z ef · Z e ′ f ′ for any idempotents e, f, e ′ , f ′ ∈ A. Let us show that A, · is an inflation of rectangular band of Abelian groups. We will fix any element t ∈ A not belonging to the set A · A. By Remark 4.2 it is enough to find an idempotent g such that gtg ∈ t/α. Let e and f be any idempotents, (te)(f t) ∈ Z g , where g is an idempotent, and so an identity of group Z g ; · . By Lemma 4.5 (te)(f t) = (te ′ )(f ′ t) for all idempotents e ′ , f ′ , therefore g does not depend on a choice of idempotents e and f .
Let us show that (gtg)αt. Since (te)(f t) ∈ Z g then gt(ef t) = t(ef t). As the semigroup A, · is Abelian then gtg = tg. Similarly, gtg = gt. So by Lemma 4.5 for all x ∈ A · A we receive xt = xgt = xgtg and tx = tgx = gtgx, i.e. (gtg)αt and A; · is an inflation of semigroup A · A; · .
Let us prove the sufficiency. By Lemma 4.3 A, · is an inflation of semigroup A · A; · , being, on the condition, a rectangular band of Abelian groups Z iλ with identities e iλ , where e iλ · e jµ = e iµ for all i, j ∈ I and λ, µ ∈ Λ. We claim that A; · is an Abelian algebra. Let x, y, a k , b k ∈ A (k ∈ {1, 2}) and a 1 xb 1 = a 2 xb 2 . We will show that a 1 yb 1 = a 2 yb 2 . By definition of an inflation of semigroup there are
Similarly it is proved stationary of semigroup A; · . Hence by Theorem 2.1, A; · is Abelian.
Note that ( * ) is used only in the proof of necessity in Theorem 4.3. The following example shows, that in Theorem 4.8 it is impossible to omit the condition that the product of idempotents is an idempotent. Consider a set A = {Z iλ | i ∈ {0, 1}, λ ∈ {0, 1}}, where Z iλ ; + are the copies of the residue class group Z 2 ; + modulo 2, Z 2 = {0, 1}, 0 iλ are the copies of an element 0 ∈ Z iλ , 1 iλ are the copies of an element 1 ∈ Z iλ (i ∈ {0, 1}, λ ∈ {0, 1}). We will extend an operation + on a set A as follows:
The semigroup A; + is a rectangular band of Abelian groups, and the sum of idempotents is not an idempotent. For example, 0 00 + 0 11 = 1 01 . This semigroup is not Abelian since 0 10 + 1 01 = 1 11 + 1 01 , and 0 10 + 1 11 = 1 11 + 1 11 .
In [6] it is proved that the semisimple semigroup A, · is Abelian iff A, · ∼ = H, · × I, · × J, · , where H, · is an Abelian group, I, · is a left zero semigroup, J, · is a right zero semigroup. It is not difficult to prove the following Remark. Since an algebra A, · is Abelian then ac = ab j−i c, that is ac ∈ abA and the inclusion aA ⊆ abA is proved. Therefore the semigroup A, · satisfies condition ( * ). By Theorem 4.8the semigroup A, · is an inflation of a rectangular band
